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Overview
Article 26 of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) requires Parties to submit periodic
national reports to the Conference of the Parties (COP) that assess measures taken to implement
the CBD and the effectiveness of those actions in meeting the Convention’s objectives. At the
thirteenth meeting of the COP, the Sixth National Report (6NR) guidelines and reporting
templates (Decision XIII/27) were adopted. These documents can be accessed here. The 6NR
contains seven sections (Table 1). The reporting guidelines require Parties to assess progress
toward national biodiversity targets and Aichi Biodiversity Targets (ABTs) and the effectiveness of
measures taken on the implementation of National Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans
(NBSAPs).
Table 1. The Seven Sections of the Sixth National Report
1.

Information on the targets being pursued at the national level.

2.

Implementation measures taken, assessment of their effectiveness,
associated obstacles and scientific and technical needs to achieve
national targets.

3.

Assessment of progress towards each national target.

4.

Description of the national contribution to the achievement of each
global ABT.

5.

Description of the national contribution to the achievement of the targets
of the Global Strategy for Plant Conservation (this section is optional).

6.

Additional information on the contribution of indigenous peoples and
local communities to the achievement of the ABT if not captured in the
sections above (this section is optional).

7.

Updated biodiversity country profiles.

Parties can improve the robustness of national reporting cycles by incorporating data that reports
on national and global indicators, and by completing analyses with the support of stakeholders
and spatial data analysis tools. A lack of spatial data and root cause analyses, and inconsistent
monitoring of changes in the status and trends of biodiversity have resulted in a pervasive lack of
evidence-based reporting and decision-making during previous national reporting cycles.
We encourage Parties to view the 6NR preparation period as an opportunity to review progress
they have made to advance the implementation of the CBD and its Strategic Plan for 2011-2020
(Strategic Plan) at the national level. This process can shine a spotlight on the scope of biodiversity
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actions being taken in a country, the effectiveness of biodiversity policies and legislation, and their
impact on biodiversity outcomes. The data in each national report will be used to analyze global
progress to achieve the ABTs and will be used to develop the Fifth Global Biodiversity Outlook.
The information compiled during the 6NR process can also be used to document progress to
address additional international commitments to other biodiversity-related conventions as well
as the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. These data will provide an important
foundation for development of the post-2020 global biodiversity framework, which will define
follow-up work on the Strategic Plan beyond this decade. To accomplish these goals, each 6NR
must provide an accurate and up-to-date reflection of national progress to achieve the Strategic
Plan, its associated ABTs, and the broader mission of the CBD.
This document provides technical guidance on how Parties to the CBD can use the UN Biodiversity
Lab to develop a high quality and data-driven 6NR that is gender-responsive and considerate of
diverse stakeholders. This document is the first volume of a two-volume set of technical guidance
on using spatial data to help develop your Sixth National Report (6NR). Volume 1: UN Biodiversity
Lab User Guide introduces the UN Biodiversity Lab and provides a detailed user guide to enable
you to: register and access your country’s National Project, search and visualize data, upload
national data, conduct basic analyses, and download data layers and maps for inclusion in your
6NR. Volume 2: Using 18 Biodiversity Status Maps in your 6NR will show you how to use spatial
data available on UN Biodiversity Lab to determine the status of biodiversity in your country and
to assess your progress towards five key ABTs.
These documents will help build the capacity of Parties to utilize the best available spatial data to:
(1) monitor indicators of biodiversity status and trends; and (2) assess the effectiveness of
measures to implement NBSAPs and ABTs. These documents are intended to be complementary
to those produced by the Biodiversity Indicators Partnership (Annex 2), which provides users with
resources to browse and identify both spatialized and non-spatialized biodiversity indicators.
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Introduction
By the end of 2018, Parties are required to submit a 6NR on the measures they are taking to
implement the CBD and its Strategic Plan for 2011-2020, and the effectiveness of those actions in
meeting the Convention’s objectives1. Reporting guidelines require Parties to assess the progress
they are making to achieve national biodiversity targets and the global ABTs, as well as the
effectiveness of the measures they are taking to implement their NBSAP. To do so, Parties need
to use data and indicators to assess their progress to achieve national and global biodiversity
targets. Spatial data can play a transformative role in shaping conservation and sustainable
development decision making, and can improve the capacity of Parties to develop a data-driven
national report.
Many countries still lack the ability to access and utilize spatial data due to limitations in data
availability and technical capacity. A recent UN report shows that spatial data will enable
policymakers to accelerate implementation of the ABTs and SDGs, but there are striking gaps
between the potential for data to be used, and the actual capacity of countries to use data for
effective decision-making. For example, a recent UNDP study showed that out of 180 5th National
Report submissions to the CBD, only 33% contained with actionable data. However, the data
developed during spatial analyses can help us answer many critical conservation and
development questions (Table 2).
Table 2. Ten key questions related to the ABT and the Sustainable Development Goals
that spatial analyses can help us to address

Table 2.
1.

Where are the most important areas to
promote sustainable use of biodiversity
to reduce poverty?

ABT 2
SDG 1.1; 1.2; 1.5

2.

Where is natural resource management
in danger of exceeding safe ecological
limits?

ABT 4
SDG 6.4, 15.1, 15.2

3.

Where are the highest rates of natural
habitat loss occurring?

ABT 5
SDG 15.1, 15.2; 15.5

4.

Where are the most important areas for
sustainable agriculture, forestry &
aquaculture?

ABT 7
SDG 15.2, 15.3

1

Article 26 of the CBD requires Parties to submit periodic national reports to the COP that assess measures
taken to implement the CBD and the effectiveness of those actions in meeting the Convention’s objectives.
At the thirteenth meeting of the Conference of the Parties (COP 13) to the CBD, the Sixth National Report
(6NR) guidelines and reporting templates (Decision XIII/27) were adopted. These documents can be
accessed here: https://www.cbd.int/nr6/.
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5.

Where are the most dangerous sources of
pollution, including agricultural runoff?
6. Where can actions have impact in
controlling, eradicating, & preventing
invasive species?
7. Which coral reefs are most vulnerable to
climate change or ocean acidification?
8. Where are the most important areas to
create new protected areas and improve
existing ones?
9. Where are the most important areas to
protect ecosystems to avoid species
extinctions?
10. Where are the most important areas to
protect ecosystems to sustain essential
ecosystem services, including water,
health, livelihoods and well-being?

ABT 8
SDG 3.9; 6.3; 14.1
ABT 9
SDG 15.8
ABT 10
SDG 14.3
ABT 11
SDG 14.5, 15.1, 15.4, 15.7, 15.9
ABT 12
SDG 14.2; 14.5; 15.1; 15.4; 15.7;
15.9
ABT 14
SDG 1.1; 1.2; 1.5; 2.1; 2.4; 6.1; 6.5;
6.6

A lack of access to spatial data needed to monitor ecological and landscape changes also makes
it challenging to develop evidence-based national reports that quantitatively assess the
effectiveness of measures to meet the Convention’s objectives. For example, data and monitoring
gaps limit the ability of Parties to asses, plan for, and take action to mitigate the impacts of climate
change on biodiversity, or to fully understand the role that NBSAP strategies and actions that
maintain ecosystem services can have on achieving the SDGs. Without accurate data, Parties will
be inhibited from populating the CBD online reporting system and from assessing the
effectiveness of their measures to achieve the CBD. This sixth national reporting period to the
CBD provides an opportunity for Parties to develop and adopt more dynamic, data-driven
reporting methodologies that build our global capacity to facilitate dynamic biodiversity
monitoring, reporting, and decision-making.
UNDP and UN Environment challenged the 196 Parties to the CBD to double the number of maps
used in their progress reports to the CBD by the end of 2018. The baseline for this challenge will
be the number of maps in each country’s Fifth National Report.
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UN Biodiversity Lab
UNDP, UN Environment, and the Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity created the
UN Biodiversity Lab to support Parties to overcome gaps in access to spatial data, spatial
technology, and capacity to use this information. The UN Biodiversity Lab is a free, cloud-based
online spatial platform that combines accessible, high-quality spatial data with easy-to-use
analysis tools. This platform enables you to produce some of the data and maps that are necessary
for your 6NR.
The mission of the UN Biodiversity Lab is three-fold: (1) to build spatial literacy to enable better
decisions, (2) to use spatial data as a vehicle for improved transparency and accountability, and
(3) to apply insights from spatial data across sectors to deliver on the CBD and the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development. By creating a collaborative, open-source environment, the UN
Biodiversity Lab is an inclusive and scalable data platform. The UN Biodiversity Lab is not just
another website; it is a platform for building partnerships among data providers and data users.
By focusing on a key user group of policymakers working to deliver on their commitments to the
CBD, the UN Biodiversity Lab provides key services catered to support development of the 6NR
and NBSAP Implementation.
The UN Biodiversity Lab supports Parties to report data on five key ABTs. Spatial data is essential
to fully monitor these targets. These spatial datasets are also available at the global level.
● ABT 5: Halve or bring to zero rate of loss of habitats, significantly reduce degradation
and fragmentation.
● ABT 11: Conserve 17% of terrestrial and 10% coastal and marine, especially important
biodiversity areas, important ecosystem services, through effective, equitable,
representative well-connected protected areas and other effective area-based measures
and integrated into landscapes and seascapes.
● ABT 12: Prevent extinctions and improve and sustain species most in decline.
● ABT 14: Restore and safeguard ecosystems that provide essential services – water,
health, livelihoods, especially for women, indigenous peoples, local communities, and
poor and vulnerable.
● ABT 15: Enhance resilience and contribution of biodiversity to carbon stocks and restore
15% of degraded ecosystems.
Key services of the UN Biodiversity Lab include:
● Access to 100+ global spatial data layers for conservation and development planning.
● Access to high-quality spatial data on forest cover developed by the United States
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
● Access to 18 draft status maps to help you determine your progress towards achieving
the five ABTs defined above (explored in detail in volume 2 of this technical guidance).
● Access to secure, private national projects where Parties can upload national datasets,
manage privacy, and visualize and analyze them in combination with global datasets.
● Ability to analyze global and national datasets to determine progress to achieve five key
ABTs.
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●

●
●
●

Ability to assess the outcome of measures to implement your NBSAP, for example
increases in protected area coverage, effectiveness of protected area management,
status of key species, or changes in rate of habitat loss.
Ability to export maps for use in the 6NR as pdfs and jpegs.
Ability to export data layers and datasets for further analysis as shapefile, GeoJSON, DXF,
SQLite, and KML files.
Assessments of data layer integrity by the UN, including data reliability, technical
accessibility, data openness, and data sustainability.

The 6NR period provides an opportunity to evaluate how the CBD is being implemented from the
global to the local level. We encourage Parties to use the spatial data that is available in the UN
Biodiversity Lab when developing data for their national reports. This project is an important
opportunity to share and develop spatial data layers for conservation and development purposes,
ensure they are utilized, and address existing capacity gaps.

Getting Started with UN Biodiversity Lab
The information in Volume 1 of this technical guidance provides you instructions on how to
register and access your country’s National Project, search and visualize data, upload national
data, conduct basic analyses, download data layers and maps, and use maps in your 6NR. This
technical guidance is designed to be accessed and used offline. If you have internet access, you
can also view the animated user guide with detailed depictions of these steps.
Volume 1 is designed to provide you with basic information on how to use the UN Biodiversity
Lab; Volume 2 will introduce you to the 18 maps we have created for each Party that provide
baseline data for reporting on ABTs 5, 11, 12, 14, and 15.

Registering & Accessing your National Project
How do I register or login for UN Biodiversity Lab?
1. Click the log-in icon in the top left corner of the toolbar (red circle) and enter your email.
2. You will receive a one-time use code via email. To keep your information secure, a
randomly generated one-time code is how you will always log-in to the UN Biodiversity
Lab. You should receive an email immediately from bot@mapx.org.
3. Enter this code into the website and you are officially logged in. Using the data
catalogue as a registered user gives you access to more datasets and functions,
including the ability to download data.
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What is a National Project? How is it different from the public data catalogue?
The National Project is a password protected, nationally administered spatial workspace on the UN
Biodiversity Lab created specifically for GEF-eligible Parties to the CBD. If you are a non-GEF eligible
Party to the CBD and would like to create a National Project, please contact anne.virnig@undp.org.
This National Project space customizes the data available in the public data catalogue for your
country:
● It is pre-populated with all data layers from the public data catalogue that are relevant in
your country (e.g., there will not be mangrove layers in landlocked countries).
●

It contains a link to 18 biodiversity status maps specific to your country that can be included
in your national report. Examples include terrestrial protected area coverage, protection of
key biodiversity areas, and heat maps of carbon sequestration potential.

●

You can upload your own national and regional data to your National Project with top data
security and privacy assurances.

●

You can visualize and analyze your national and regional data in combination with the other
datasets hosted on the platform, for example by calculating the overlapping area of two
intersecting vector data layers.

Who is the administrator of your country’s National Project?
The administrator for all GEF-eligible countries can be found in Annex 3. The administrator was
selected because they are the UNDP or UN Environment focal point for the 6 th National Reports
project.
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If you are the UNDP or UN Environment focal point for the 6NR project, you were automatically
designated the Administrator. An email granting you the access to the UN Biodiversity Lab National
Project was sent to you. If your name is listed above in Annex 3, and you have not received this email,
please email antonio.benvenuti@unepgrid.ch and anne.virnig@undp.org. We will resend the
confirmation email. The administrator is the only person who can add or remove members, including
additional administrators, from the National Project for your country.
If you are a non-GEF eligible Party to the CBD and would like to create a National Project, please
contact anne.virnig@undp.org.

How can you change your country’s UN Biodiversity Lab administrator?
If the UNDP or UN Environment focal point for the 6NR project is not the correct administrator for
your National Project, we can easily change this. If you want to change your country’s administrator,
please contact your UNDP or UN Environment focal point (UNDP: marion.marigo@undp.org;
prudence.raine@undp.org; UN Environment: michele.poletto@un.org; antony.kamau@un.org). If
you are an administrator and would like to add an additional administrator, you can do so by
upgrading the permissions of any other member of your national project (see question below ‘How
can an administrator change levels of access for different users?’).

What is the role of an administrator?
The administrator of a national project is the only person that 1) can invite new members to the
project, 2) change the level of collaboration that each member has in the project (member, publisher,
administrator), and 3) accept or deny membership requests to the project that are being sent by other
users.
Membership requests are sent by email from bot@mapx.org. Please check your emails actively and
manage the requests that you received. No action is necessary to deny a request. To accept the
request, simply click on the link in the email. After this is complete, the user will receive an email with
a link that will allow him or her to become a member of the project.

How do the administrator and other members access the National Project?
To access your national project, click on the “My Projects” tab in the top right corner (red box). If the
administrator has already added you to the project, your project will be visible at the top of the list of
projects (green dashed line indicates projects that the user is a member of).
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How can the administrator add new members to the National Project?
1. Once you have logged into your National Project, you can add new members by clicking
on the toolbox (red circle).
2. Click “Invite a new member” and enter the emails of people you would like to extend an
invitation to. You can customize the message before sending it.
3. New members should receive an email from bot@mapx.org. If they do not receive it,
please have them check their spam.
4. New members will need to click the link in the email to accept the invitation.
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How can an administrator change levels of access for different users?
The level of access that each user is granted will determine their ability to edit, create, delete
and share spatial data and maps. Once you have invited a new member to join your National
Project and they have accepted your invitation, they will be listed as a member of your project
space. To define the user privileges of each member:
1. Open the toolbox (red circle).
2. Click “Define Roles” in the Project Configuration section of the toolbox to sort existing
members to add to the publisher role (red box).
a. Members will be able to see, use, and potentially edit certain views in your
project.
b. Publishers can publish source layers and views for all members and can edit
those that are available for “publisher” privileges.
c. Administrators have the same authority as a publisher but can also change the
status of others’ accounts and delete the project entirely. We recommend that
each 6NR team only have one administrator.
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How can you request access to join your country’s National Project when you are NOT
the Administrator?
If you are NOT the UNDP or UN Environment focal point for the 6NR, but are involved with the
6NR or related projects, you will need to contact the project Administrator to request access. To
do so, follow these steps:
1. Register on the website (see above instructions) and click on the “My Projects” tab in
the top right corner (red box).
2. Scroll through the list of projects or enter your country’s name in the search box. Click
“Join” (red circle).
3. An email will be sent to the administrator for approval. The administrator, by accepting
your request, will send you an email with a link that you must click to have your account
registered as a member.
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How can the administrator customize your National Project?
Only administrators have the ability to modify the settings and parameters of the National
Project.
1. Select the toolbox (red circle).
2. Navigate to “Project configuration” tab (red box). Here, you can set the description,
initial position of the basemap, and user accessibility of your project:
a. Do not change the title of your project.
b. You can change the description of your project which will be publicly viewable.
c. To set the position of the map that your project will open to, click “Initial Map
Position” and zoom in to the chosen area and click “Use current map
parameters.”
d. You can highlight specific countries by selecting the country name(s) in the
“Countries to be highlighted on the map” section. If it is not already set, this
should be your 6NR country.
e. If you would like your project to be public, check the box next to “This project is
public.” This checkbox is important - it decides whether your project can be
searched by anyone under the “list of projects”. We recommend that you keep
your project public to allow other team members to easily find and join the
project.
i. N.b.: This does not mean that the data you upload will be public.
Regardless of whether the project is public or not, the administrator
can determine the level of access for each data layer uploaded in the
National Project. For example, the administrator can ensure that
individual data layers in your National Project are visible to members
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only. For higher privacy, they can also ensure that individual data layers
in your National Project are only visible to publishers.

Searching and Visualizing Data in your National Project
What data is available through UN Biodiversity Lab?
We currently have over 100 data layers on UN Biodiversity Lab organized by the relevant Aichi
Biodiversity Targets and by general themes. We select data for inclusion through a rigorous
process, involving input and insight from conservationists and scientists around the world. All data
that UN Biodiversity Lab provides comes from partners who have provided the data after it has
gone through rigorous scientific review and publication in some of the world’s most high impact
scientific journals, including Science, Nature, and PNAS.
We are always looking to add relevant data to UN Biodiversity Lab! If you have data you think
could be relevant, please contact us using this form.

How do I search and display the data in my National Project?
When you access your National Project, you will see all relevant data for your country. Each title
is what we call a ‘view’, which has been created from source data layers and displays one spatial
attribute of a dataset. Data can be visualized by clicking on the circle button beside the view. To
search the data:
1. By right clicking in the view panel, the views can be ordered by title or date (green box)
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2. Searching by keyword can be done using the “Filter views” box (blue box).
3. Selecting the “Filter activated views” button will remove all the views from the panel
except for the ones you have selected (red box)
4. Selecting the “Advanced Filters” option at the top right of the view panel (yellow box)
allows the user to filter by two categories, Types of views: custom code, custom style,
dashboard, layer, raster tile, story map, time slider, vector tiles; or Collections: group of
views that are related to a common subtopic (for example, Aichi Biodiversity Targets).

How do I change the language of the display?
1. Open the view list (red circle).
2. Select the language tab (red box).
3. Select your language in the view list. Translated versions of the menu bars only are
available in French and Spanish.
4. We are working to translate the full website to French and Spanish. If you need language
support, please contact us at support@unbiodiversitylab.org. We commit to answer your
emails within 48 hours.
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How do I adjust the menus?
1. Explore the map by clicking and dragging with your mouse, or using your keyboard keys.
2. Zoom in and out using the mouse scroll, or the +/- buttons on the frame (yellow circles).
3. Increase or shrink the size of the list of views within the frame by dragging the arrow in
the corner at the bottom right of the legend (green box).
4. Experiment with collapsing and expanding the left sidebar so that the map is full screen,
or hiding the list of views using the view icon in the top toolbar (red circles).
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What do the colors of the buttons for the data mean?
The color of the button denotes the type of data that created the view: purple for raster data and
green for vector data. Vector and raster data are two fundamentally different ways of
representing spatial data. Raster data is broadly thought of as data that represents things that
exist on a range of values across space, such as a maps of temperature, land cover, population
density, or the percent of canopy closure in a forest. In the below example, the Biodiversity
Intactness Index is a raster view in which every pixel has a continuous value. The attribute of raster
data is a value within a pixel (or grid cell) and can represent categorical values (such as a land
cover classification) or continuous values such as elevation.

Conversely, vector data is data that represents linear or area features on a map, such as highways
(lines), cities (points), or species range maps (polygons). Vector data will normally contain not just
a feature on a map, but will also have other data associated with it called attribute data. Attributes
can be many things, such as place names, the area of a feature, or other calculated or derived
data that is associated with a feature. In this example, for each feature in the Ecoregions2017
dataset in UN Biodiversity Lab there is an attribute for that feature’s Ecoregion (a finer scale land
classification), as well as its Biome (a more generalised land classification). The below example
shows the Ecoregion attribute. Try comparing two datasets, one with a purple button and one
with a green button.
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Finally, there are red buttons which denote a geospatial dataset that is stored in external
repositories and directly streamed into the UN Biodiversity Lab, such as the World Database on
Protected Areas (WDPA). The WDPA is the largest database of legally defined protected areas on
the planet. This data is updated every month.
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How do I layer multiple views?
1. Activate views by clicking on the circle to the left of the view.
2. Use the “Filter Activated Views” button to clarify which views you have activated, and the
order in which they appear. The view on top will be the one visible in areas where the two
views overlap. You will need to adjust the transparency and style the views to see them
both simultaneously.
a. Note that raster data (indicated with a purple button on the left of the view) are
like images, which means that if multiple raster data are activated, only the
features on the top of the map will be visible.
3. If your views are not in the right order, in other words if you would like to modify the
order of apparition of data on the map, you can change the order of the views by clicking
and dragging the view you would like to be layered at the top to the top of the list.
4. If you would like to save this view order locally on your computer, right click on the view
panel and clicking “Save this state locally” (green box) (Note: this will only work if you do
not have “Filter activated views” turned on).
5. To reset the order of the views to the original state, right click within the view panel and
click "Reset original state" (red box) (Note: this will only work if you do not have “Filter
activated views” turned on.
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What do the icons under the data legend the view list mean?
●
●

●

●
●

●

The icons under the data legend in the view list look different for raster and vector
datasets. Vector data has slightly more functions available on the platform.
The vector toolbar has the buttons “Zoom to all features” (red circle) and “Zoom on
displayed features” (yellow circle). These two buttons will help you display your selected
features in the frame.
The vector and raster toolbars both have the “Settings” (green circle) button, which can
be used to select a range of values to display on the map and/or the transparency of the
view. Some vector views that include a temporal range of data can be filtered using a
time-slider.
When you want to reset the settings, you can click the “reset” button (blue circle).
The small “i” icon on both the vector and raster toolbars is the metadata button (purple
button). This button will return information about the dataset, including the data
provider, and a link to retrieve the homepage of the source. The metadata of vector views
will also include the data integrity score, which is assessed as a percentage.
The remaining icons are for downloading the data layer (orange circle), opening the
attribute table for the view (pink circle), sharing the link to the views you have activated
(black circle), and opening the original project (dark blue circle). We will discuss these
icons further in the following sections.
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How do I consult and interact with the attribute table of a source layer?
Vector views are associated with source data layers, which by definition can support data in tables
as in Excel. These are called attribute tables. To selectively filter data from the attribute table,
click the attribute table button under the view (red circle). This will provide you with access to the
attribute table, which you can sort and filter by column as in Excel (blue circle). The data that is
displayed on map is dynamically updated every time you select a filter in order to only include the
subset of data being shown in the table. To clear the filter, click the “Clear filter” button (orange
box) at the bottom of the box. The table, or a filtered subset of it, can be exported in CSV format
through the button “Export CSV” (green box).

How do I change the orientation of the map?
Using the right click button on your mouse, you can change the orientation of your view (see map
below). To reset this and re-orient the map to the north, use the reset bearing button (red circle).
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What additional features are available to change the view?
The toolbox button (red circle) in the top toolbar is where you can find additional tools such as
the intersection tool, the project management environment that is available for administrators,
as well as customizing and styling options for your map. Once you activate the toolbox, scroll
down. At the very bottom of the toolbox, under theme configuration, you can adjust the colors of
your map, including the text, boundaries, and other elements which may come in useful when
generating maps.
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Uploading Data to Your National Project
What data can I upload to my National Project?
Only vector data can be uploaded into your National Project on UN Biodiversity Lab. Raster data
must be hosted from an external WMS - click here to learn more about creating a WMS request.
In order to upload your own vector data, it must be compatible with an open source format. This
means it must be an ESRI Shapefile, GeoJSON, GPX, or KML file. A GeoJSON format is
recommended. If you are unsure, you can see if it is compatible by using an open source software
such as QGIS. ESRI Shapefiles must be zipped. Zipped files must include the .shp, .shx, .dbf and
.prj files.
Once you are certain your data is in a compatible format, you can either upload your data by
dragging and dropping if the file is less than 100 MB, or manual uploading if it is between 100 and
300 MB. We strongly suggest using the manual upload, as it is the most stable method of data
upload and is especially suitable for computers with lower than average hardware.
How do I upload data?
You can upload data layers, which are referred to on UN Biodiversity Lab as “source layers”, with
two methods. After uploading your source layer using either method, you will then need to add
metadata and style the view. The two methods for uploading data are:
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1. The Toolbox method:
To add larger files (between 100-300 MB) to your project, navigate to the Toolbox (red
circle). Under Sources, click “Add a source layer” (red box), title your data, and assign the
correct projection system. Find your file and click “Open”. When it is complete the
dialogue will read “Upload done”. The dataset is stored in the UN Biodiversity Lab
database as “source layer”. It can now be used to create views.

2. The drag and drop method:
a. Dragging and dropping data into your project works with files in the same format
as for the Toolbox method. The drag and drop method limits the size of the
dataset to less than 100 MB. Within your project, drag and drop the file into the
frame.
b. You should be able to see your data immediately on the area of interest. A
temporary view of the source layer will appear in the view’s panel with an orange
button. The orange color indicates that the view is only visible in your browser
and that is hasn’t been saved in the database. In order to finalize the data upload,
click the cloud button (red circle) underneath the title of the temporary view.
Once the upload is terminated a new source layer is saved in the MapX database
and set available in your workspace.
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c. Remember to delete the temporary view at the end of the process. Click the
“Garbage can” icon (red circle) beneath your data, which should have an orange
button.

How do I add my source layer as a new view?
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1. Go to the “Toolbox” and click “Create a new view” (red box) to load your view into your
project. Choose “Vector tile” and click “Create”. This should automatically create a new
permanent view in the views panel. Before you will be able to see the view on the map,
you will need to configure it. We will walk you through this in the following steps.

2. Navigate to the view list (red circle) and select the pencil button beneath your new view
(red box).
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1. Configure your view.
a. Fill in the title and the abstract of your view, and select the categories of users
who are allowed to see this view, and the ones who are allowed to edit it. Leaving
the “Read-access” and “Edit-access” fields empty means that the view will only
be visible and editable by yourself.
b. You can also select the themes and collections that apply to your view (as a
reminder, this will allow you to filter the views in the menu according to themes
or collections).
c. Finally, in “source layer”, choose the source layer that your view should be linked
to. In “source attribute”, select which variable of the dataset you would like to
display on the map. The “secondary variables” refer to other information that will
appear in a pop-up window when a feature is clicked. Secondary variables will
appear in a pop-up when a feature is clicked - these and the primary variables can
be changed anytime by repeating the action in this step.
Your view is now available for visualization on map within your project!

How do I define access privileges and metadata for the uploaded source layers?
Once the source layer is uploaded in the UN Biodiversity Lab database using either the manual or
the drag and drop methods, it is almost ready to be displayed on a map. However, you will first
need to add information known as metadata into the platform so that other users can understand
what the data are about. Specific fields of the metadata are very important in MapX; if these are
not completed it will limit the use of your source layer. For example, in order to publicly publish
your data, the source layer that is associated to the view must have the necessary metadata
completed. To complete the metadata:
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2. Go to “Toolbox” and click “Edit Sources Metadata” (red box) to fill out the metadata for
the entire dataset. At the very minimum, your source must include a title and abstract
(blue box). Fill out contextual information about the entire dataset to the best of your
ability, then click “Save” and “Ok”.

3. Click “Manage Sources” to select which user groups have “use” and “write” access to the
dataset. By adding a certain user group to “write” access, such as publishers, this means
that publishers will be able to edit the source metadata and create views out of the data.
“Use” means the designated user group will be able to see the data and create a new
view, but will not be able to edit the metadata.
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How do I style a view?
Once your source layer is inside your national project, you will need to style the view of your data.
Note that you can only style views that you have edit access for. Styling involves choosing the
colors and the legend. We will walk you through these steps.
1. Create the legend. To do this, click the paintbrush icon (red circle). Each separation in
your legend will be called a rule (red box). Create one rule for each separation of your
data you want to create. The value input is the starting point for the rule. Click the
“Ignore missing values” button (blue box) in order to remove missing values from your
legend.
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2. Style your legend using the various size and color options, and move the labels up or
down using the arrows at the end of the row. Note that opacity is the inverse of
transparency, so here we are selecting and option for 30% opacity (70%
transparency). The label is what the field will be called in the legend. Clicking preview
will help you visualize how your new legend and view will look as you experiment with
your legend. Click save when you are satisfied with your legend.
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3. You can also create rules with non-numerical data. If you want to separate values
based on names, you can select the value window and choose from the drop-down
menu whichever value you want. In these cases, each rule will only include the value
that you select. You can also enter “all” if you wish to style all of your qualitative
features the same way. If your data contains a large number of unique values, the
value may not show up in the dropdown, rather start typing the name of the value
you would like and it will come up in dropdown.

You have now uploaded and styled your own data in the UN Biodiversity Lab. You can now
compare it with existing data in the platform, use it in story maps, and share it with colleagues.

How do I correct layers with invalid geometries?
The geometry of a vector dataset is what allows it to be displayed on a map. This information is
generally stored in the attribute table of the dataset, although it is often hidden to the user in GIS
software and in UN Biodiversity Lab. Most GIS environments are able to display datasets even if
they have errors in their geometries such as self-intersecting polygons. However, these types of
errors can cause analyses on the dataset to fail, including the analyses offered in UN Biodiversity
Lab.
To overcome this problem, UN Biodiversity Lab provides a tool to verify the validity of the
geometry of source layers from each project and to attempt to automatically correct them if
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needed. This tool is only available to publishers and administrators in your national project. The
analysis can be very time consuming for layers with a large number of polygons or with complex
polygon boundaries. The autocorrection tool is an experimental feature for which the user must
accept the risk of compromising the data. Please keep in mind that the best way to avoid the need
to correct invalid geometries in UN Biodiversity Lab is by making sure that the dataset was created
correctly and/or corrected before uploading to UN Biodiversity Lab. There are several methods
that can be used depending on the GIS software you use. For instance, you can use the function
“Fix geometries” in QGIS. If you attempt to correct the geometry of a layer in your GIS platform,
please make sure that the software corrects the geometries based on OGC standards.
If you prefer to attempt to correct the geometry of layers on UN Biodiversity Lab:
1. Open the toolbox (red circle) and click on “Geometry validation”.
2. Select the layer you want to run the analysis in the first field. By default, invalid
geometries are not corrected.
3. To change the default settings of the tool, access the settings area by toggling the case
“Show expert options”. Unselect the option “Use cached results – if any – instead of
recalculate” in order to fully run the analysis on the current data and select “Try an
automatic correction (experimental)” to run the autocorrection tool.
4. Once completed, the results of the process will be displayed in the log.
5. As some corrections can take a long time, the log occasionally freezes. If this is the case,
you will not be able to see the results of the process. You can verify if the correction has
completed by re-running the process. Make sure too select the “Use cached results – if
any – instead of recalculate” and unselect the “Try an automatic correction
(experimental)”. If the previous process has terminated, this new iteration will show
results in the log almost immediately.
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How do I add or delete views from my National Project?
Your National Project is already pre-populated with views. If you would like to delete unnecessary
views, navigate to the Toolbox within your project (red circle) and select “Manage External Views”
(green box) under “Project Configuration”. Delete the views you would like to remove (red box).

If you accidentally delete a view that you would still like in your project, it is simple to add it back
into your project. Navigate back to the Data Catalogue and find the view. Click the “Share this
view to an external project” (red circle) button beneath the view of your choice, and enter the
name of your project(s) in the field and select “Add in selected project” (blue box). The save icon
indicates that it has been sent to your project. Note: this can only be done if you are logged in and
have publisher rights to the project.
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Conducting Basic Analyses in your National Project
How do I calculate the area of features visible in my map?
Click to open the toolbox (red circle). Click the “Area of Visible Features” button (red box) will
return the values of the vector features (polygons) visible in your view. This will only work with
vector data. The area calculation, in square kilometers, is the total area (land or sea) in the
features that are visible within the frame of the map. This means that the data outside the frame
of the map at the moment of the calculation are not taken into account for the calculation.
Please be aware that the result of this tool is an approximate value and should not be used in your
6NR or other official reports.
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How do I highlight the intersection/overlap between multiple views?
There are two methods you can use to display the intersection of different vector views on map
and calculate the area extent of the intersection. Intersection analysis is currently not possible for
raster views.
1. The highlight tool (red circle) is a high-speed analysis that highlights the areas on the map
where vector views intersect. The preview tool can generate an approximation of the
areal extent of the intersecting features. This tool is a high-speed way to preview the
areas that intersect in multiple features; it should not be used for official reporting. To
use the preview tool:
a. Activate vector views of interest on your map.
b. Click the intersection preview icon (red circle) to identify the overlap between all
vector views you have selected.
c. Open the Toolbox (blue circle) and specify whether you would like to highlight
where all layers overlap, or a minimum number of layers (blue box) by choosing
it from the drop-down menu under “Highlight tool configuration”.
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d. Check the “Enable overlap area estimation” box (red box). The approximate area
of the intersection will be displayed below.

2. The intersection tool provides precise calculations of area extent of up to three
overlapping vector views. Due to the high computational demands of this tool, it will only
be available for publishers and administrators of each project. This tool is currently under
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development and will be available to a broader group of users and to conduct overlaps
between increasing numbers of layers in the future. The layers that can be used in this
process are currently restricted to the source layers available within your National
Project.
3. To use the intersection tool:
a. Click the “Toolbar” (red circle)
b. Click the “Area intersection tools” button (red box).
c. Select the layers you want to use for the calculation (blue box).
d. To load global layers into the tool, click "Add sources by views", select the views
and then click "Add sources from those views"
e. Select the country you want to clip the data to (green box).
f. Under "Select Analysis" click either "Calculate Area of Intersection" OR "Create
new layer based on the intersection", depending on the output you would like. If
you select "Create new layer" you will have to name the new source you are
creating.
g. "Click Run analysis".
i.
If you selected "Calculate area of intersection", the selected layers will be
intersected with each other and the resulting geometry will be clipped by
the administrative boundaries of the country you have selected. The
result will appear in the box.
ii.
If you selected "Create new layer based on the intersection", your result
is now available as a source. You can create a vector view the same way
you would when uploading data, loading the source layer into the style.
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How do I create new maps of new features?
UN Biodiversity Lab offers the ability for users to create new maps and spatial datasets by
manually drawing on map. This could, for example, show proposed protected areas or areas
where forest restoration projects are working. To use the tool:
1. Click on the draw button (red circle) located on top of the map.
2. Choose whether you would like to draw a polygon, points, or lines (green boxes on the
right of the screen). Please use only one of these shapes at a time as mixed geometries
are not yet supported in UN Biodiversity Lab and won’t be exported once you are
finished. Click on the shape you would like to draw, and begin drawing on the map. You
can finish each feature by double-clicking.
3. If you would like to delete a completed feature, select it by clicking on it with your
mouse and clicking the “delete” button (purple box).
4. To combine multiple features, make a selection by clicking them with your mouse and
click the “combine” button (blue box). Please note that you can only combine features
that are the same shape (all polygons, all points, or all lines).
5. When you are done with your map, click the “save” button (orange box). Saved
geometries are converted in a temporary view that appears in your views panel (red
box).
6. The temporary view can be activated and deactivated like the other views by clicking on
the orange icon next to its title. Please note that the data is not saved in your national
project and is only visible on your browser. At this point you can still display this
temporary view on a map together with other views, export a map with it by using the
map composer button that is located on top of the map. You can also perform an area
calculation or identify intersections with other views based on the tool to “Highlight the
areas of overlap” button located on top of the map.
7. To download this layer that you have created please click the “download” icon (purple
circle) beneath the view. The dataset is exported in GeoJSON format to your computer.
You can open the file using any open source GIS software.
8. If you are a publisher or administrator and would like to add this view permanently to
your national project, click the “upload” button (green circle) beneath the view. You
can then create and style a permanent view available to all users in your national
project. For more information on how to do this please refer to page 28 “How do I add
my source layer as a new view?”.
9. To remove the temporary view from the views panel, click the delete button below the
name of the view (red circle).
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Downloading data layers, maps, and sharing links from your National Project
How do I download a data layer?
Every user that is logged-in to the platform can download spatial layers, if allowed by the data
provider. Some views are protected under a view-only license; if this is the case, it will not be
available for download.
To download vector data, click the “download” button below the legend of a view (orange circle).
You can download vector data in several different formats for use in your own programs, including
ESRI shapefiles, geoJSON, and KML by clicking the download icon (orange circle).
1. If you wish to download only the attribute table of a dataset, you can download it in csv
format. Click the “download button” (orange circle). Click the “Output format” field and
select “csv” (red box).
2. During the download process, each user can perform a clip of the dataset according to
the country borders of his or her choice using The Global Administrative Unit Layers
(GAUL) from FAO. Please select the country you want to clip the data with under the field
“Country used to spatially extract the data (clip)” (blue box).
3. Once the download has finished, you will receive an email with a link to your data.
If you need assistance, please contact us at support@unbiodiversitylab.org.
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To download raster data, you will either need to access them directly from our partners or create
a specific URL that contains a Web Coverage Service (WCS) request. This will enable you to
download the raster for your country. Global downloads are not possible at this time due to the
file size. Some views are protected under a view-only license; if this is the case, it will not be
available for download.
External Partner Data
The following data provided by our partner agency is available for download via request to
UNEP-WCMC by emailing Joe Gosling at joe.gosling@unep-wcmc.org.





Species Richness
Threatened Species Richness
Range Rarity
Biodiversity Intactness Index (2016)

Global Forest Cover data can be downloaded from Google Earth Engine Assets.
Data available directly through UN Biodiversity Lab
1. Review the datasets available for download in Annex 4. Copy the URL that is associated
with the raster that you want to download and paste it into a text editor.
For example, the URL for the Human Footprint 2009 (Terrestrial) is:
https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&Version=2.0.1
&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=hfp2009&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF
&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
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2. Paste the minimum and maximum latitude and longitude values of your country from
Annex 2 in the URL that you copied at the place of “min” and “max” values.
For example, to download the Human Footprint 2009 (Terrestrial) for Afghanistan, the latitude
and longitude values from Annex 5 are:
Long min Long max Lat min

Lat max

60.47583 74.88986 29.37832 38.49017
Adding them to the above URL results in the following:
https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&Version=2.0.1&re
quest=GetCoverage&coverageId=hfp2009&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subse
t=Long(60.47583,74.88986)&Subset=Lat(29.37832,38.49017)
3. Paste the resulting URL in your browser and click “Enter” to start the download process.
If you have any questions or need help accessing this data, contact Scott Atkinson at
scott.atkinson@undp.org.

How do I create and download a map?
UN Biodiversity Lab enables you to save, customize, and download the maps you create on the
platform through our map composer tool. The map composer exports all views that are active on
map, its legends, abstracts, and titles in PNG format at a user-defined resolution and allows full
editing of structure and content of the map. To use the map composer:
1) Activate the views on map and place them in the order you would like.
2) Click on the map composer button (red circle).
3) Define the size of the area that will be exported by dragging the margins of the “page”
(white background box).
4) Place the items where you prefer within the page by dragging them from the central
point of the box. Resize them by dragging their margins. You can place objects you don’t
want to include in your map outside the white background box. You can switch the view
mode to “preview” (red rectangle) to check how your map will look when it is
downloaded.
5) Legends with large amounts of classes can be organized in multiple columns using the
“Legend columns” button (yellow rectangle). For example, to have two columns, enter 2
in the box, press “Enter”, and check the results.
6) Use right side bar to change the layout (orange rectangle), the size of the text (dark blue
rectangle) and its appearance (light blue rectangle) within a selected text box.
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7) Text in text boxes can also be edited. Simply click on it and start editing. You can, for
instance, delete the abstract of one view and replace it with other text you want to
appear in the exported map.
8) Please ensure that you include data provider information in the abstract text box. You
can find this information in the metadata of the source layer. Open it with a text editor
and search for the information under the field “Source”. Here you will find a link to the
home page of the data provider that you can use for citation. In case the data provider
requires a specific citation to be displayed together with its data, this information will be
provided in the abstract of the view and in the abstract field of the metadata file. Please
also check the license field in the metadata file to discover if the source layer associated
to the selected view has any use limitation.
9) To download your map in high resolution at certain width and height measures, you can
switch the unit of measurement from “px” (pixels) to “mm” (millimeters) or “in” (inches)
(green rectangle) and define the resolution (in dpi) of the output (light blue rectangle).
10) When you are ready to download, click on “Export image” (red arrow) and check your
download directory for the downloaded map.
Please note that the map composer is optimized for use in Google Chrome.

How do I share a view or a story map?
By clicking the “Share a link to this view” (black circle) button, located in the view toolbar, you will
receive a customized link to share that view, or you can tweet it directly. Clicking “Share options”
will open more customization options.
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1) Enabling the “static” mode will autoplay the view, meaning even if it is set to private, the
viewer will be able to see it with limited interaction. Enabling static mode for story maps
will also autoplay a story map (the user will not have to click the play button and the
presentation will start on the first slide).
2) You can select several views to share with one link. If you leave the “Add views to share”
link empty, the entire project will be shared.
3) You can set which view will be activated when the user clicks the link. If this is empty, no
views will be activated but will be available in the view panel.
4) Setting the collection will share all views associated with that collection within the project.
5) You can set the map position in a certain area you would like to highlight.
6) You can also receive the link as an html code for an iframe (for a website or a blog). An
iframe will essentially insert a frame into your online platform containing the view, so it
can be viewed without leaving your website.
Note: Sharing a direct link will direct the user to UN Biodiversity Lab only if they are already added
to the project as an administrator, publisher, member, or registered user if the project is public. If
the project is not public and the user is not already invited to join the project, the link will re-route
the user to the MapX platform home page.
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UN Biodiversity Lab and the 6NR
How can UN Biodiversity Lab help me to complete my 6NR?
For easy population of the 6NR, the platform provides all GEF-eligible countries with 18 status
maps depicting their national progress towards the ABTs. If you are a non-GEF-eligible Party and
would like access to these status maps, please contact anne.virnig@undp.org. Parties can use this
platform to report on their achievements to the Convention, and to make evidence-based
decisions about conservation and sustainable development targets. The steps to develop these
maps are described in the Technical Reporting Guidance on Spatial Planning Volume 2: Using 18
Biodiversity Status Maps in your 6NR.
Countries can also use the platform to upload their national data and analyze it in combination
with global data sets to meet their unique reporting needs. Current analytical tools are limited to
those introduced in this user guide, but we are working to add new functions and capabilities to
UN Biodiversity Lab.
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Upcoming UN Biodiversity Lab Developments
We are constantly working to improve UN Biodiversity Lab to meet your 6NR and NBSAP
implementation needs. To supplement the existing features, future developments include:
●

●
●
●

Research on the most relevant tool that should be implemented for data analysis
including the Systematic Planning Tools (e.g., Marxan, Zonation, ILP, cost-effectiveness
analyses). These tools can be used to design efficient and representative conservation
networks.
Increasing functionality for calculating the intersection among different views.
Visualization of the Data Integrity Assessment Framework (DIAF) score for each vector
source layer next to the title of the view to allow easy assessment of data quality.
Ability to sort views by their popularity.

Is there a function that you need that is not listed above? Please let us know by writing to us at
support@unbiodiversitylab.org. Our goal is create a tool that can assist you, the users, so your
feedback and comments are essential.
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UN Biodiversity Lab Resources
Our goal is to ensure that you have the tools you need to access and use the UN Biodiversity Lab. This
guidance document was developed in combination the Volume 2 of the Technical Reporting Guidance on
Spatial Planning: Using 18 Biodiversity Status Maps in your 6NR. Volume 2 will show you how to use spatial
data available on UN Biodiversity Lab to determine the status of biodiversity in your country and to assess
your progress towards five key ABTs.
In addition to the Technical Reporting Guidance on Spatial Planning, we have prepared a diverse range of
capacity building materials to support you to access and use the UN Biodiversity Lab. These are designed to
be complementary tools to support you to access and use spatial data in your 6NR. They include:
● UN Biodiversity Lab Support: User Guide | FAQs
● UN Biodiversity Lab Brochure: http://bit.ly/2M8qTCZ
● UN Biodiversity Lab Briefing Note for 6NR: http://bit.ly/2vWnA6U
● UN Biodiversity Lab Launch Press Release: http://bit.ly/2P0wV6b
● UN Biodiversity Lab Webinar Series:
● Regional Orientation - Introduction to UN Biodiversity Lab
● Technical Webinar 1 - Uploading National Data
● Technical Webinar 2 - Using Spatial Data for Decision-making
● Technical Webinar 3 - Creating Story Maps
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Annex 1. 6NR Template
Guidelines for the 6NR were adopted in Decision XIII/27. The 6NR is due on 31 December 2018.
The reporting template contains seven sections, which are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. The Seven Sections of the Sixth National Report to the Convention on Biological Diversity
Section I. Information on targets being pursued at the national level
Answer the following questions:
1.

Has your country adopted national biodiversity targets or equivalent commitments in line with the
Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011-2020 and the ABTs?
2. Select the ABTs to which the national target is wholly or partially related.
3. Select the ABTs to which the national target is indirectly related.
4. If you developed one or more national target(s), complete the template for each target. Provide the
story behind developing the target(s). Explain why your country chose to set this particular target, the
thinking process behind it, and why is it relevant to your country.
5. Indicate to which level of government the target applies.
6. Provide any other relevant information: the process of developing and adopting the national target,
the stakeholders involved or the strategies and plans in which this national target has been included,
and any relevant websites links and files.
Section II. Implementation measures taken, assessment of their effectiveness, associated obstacles, and
scientific and technical needs to achieve national targets
This template should be replicated for each major measure, or action, the country has taken to implement
the NBSAP:
1.

Describe a measure taken to contribute to the implementation of your country’s NBSAP. Describe
the character of a measure (e.g. is it a legal/regulatory/financial/policy measure?).
2. Assessment of the effectiveness of the implementation measure taken in achieving desired
outcomes:
Measure has been effective
Measure has been partially effective
Measure has been ineffective
Unknown
3. Explain the selection in 2 and indicate the tools or methodology used to assess it. Include relevant
websites, web links, and files. If it cannot be assessed, explain why.
4. Provide other relevant information to illustrate how the measure has resulted in, or is expected to
result in, outcomes that contribute to NBSAP implementation. Include relevant websites, web links,
and files.
5. Describe the obstacles that have been encountered and any scientific and technical needs for
addressing them, including technical and scientific cooperation, capacity development activities or
the need for guidance materials. Include relevant websites, web links, and files.
Section III. Assessment of progress towards each national target:
Assess the level of progress made towards each of your country’s national targets or similar commitments.
The template should be replicated for each national target. If your country has not set national targets use
the ABTs.
1. List the national targets or ABTs.
2. Select the category of progress towards implementation of the target and date of assessment:
On track to exceed target
On track to achieve target
Progress but at an insufficient rate
No significant change
Moving away from target
Unknown
3. Explain the evidence used in this target’s assessment, drawing upon the information provided in
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4.
5.
6.

7.

Section II, including obstacles in undertaking the assessment.
Describe the indicators used in this assessment, and any other tools and methods.
Select your level of confidence of the above assessment and explain verbally:
Based on comprehensive evidence
Based on partial evidence
Based on limited evidence
Assess the adequacy of monitoring information to support this assessment:
Monitoring related to this target is adequate
Monitoring related to this target is partial
No monitoring system in place
Monitoring is not needed
Describe how the target is monitored and indicate whether there is a monitoring system in place.
Include relevant websites, web links, and files.

Section IV. Describe the national contribution to the achievement of each global ABT
Describe your country’s contribution towards the achievement of each global ABT. This template should be
replicated for each ABT. For Parties whose national targets are identical to the ABTs, some of this
information may be captured in Sections II and III. In these cases, provide additional descriptions of your
country’s national contribution to the achievement of each global ABT.
1. State the ABT name.
2. Describe how and to what extent your country has contributed to the achievement of this ABT.
Summarizes the evidence used to support this description.
3. Describe other activities contributing to the achievement of the ABT at the global level.
4. Based on the description of your country’s contributions to the achievement of the ABT, describe
how and to what extent these contributions support the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development and the Sustainable Development Goals.
Section V. Describe the national contribution to the achievement of the targets of the
Global Strategy for Plant Conservation (optional)
Describe your country’s contribution towards the achievement of the targets of the Global Strategy for
Plant Conservation (GSPC). This template should be replicated for each of the 16 targets of the GSPC.
1. If your country has national targets related to the GSPC Targets, provide details on each target.
2. Provide information on any active networks for plant conservation present in your country.
3. For each target, assess the category of progress towards the target of the GSPC at the national level:
● On track to achieve target at national level
● Progress towards target at national level but at an insufficient rate
● No significant change at national level
4. Describe how and to what extent your country has contributed to the achievement of this GSPC
Target and summarize the evidence used to support this description.
Section VI. Information on the contribution of indigenous peoples and local communities (optional)
Provide any additional information on the contribution of indigenous peoples and local communities to the
achievement of the ABT if not captured in the sections above.
Section VII. Updated biodiversity country profiles
Biodiversity country profiles provide an overview of information relevant to your country’s implementation
of the Convention. Review and update your country’s biodiversity profile that is currently displayed on the
clearing-house mechanism here: https://www.cbd.int/countries.
Update the following information:
Biodiversity Facts
● Status and trends of biodiversity, including benefits from biodiversity and ecosystem services
● Main pressures on and drivers of change to biodiversity (direct, indirect)
Measures to Enhance Implementation of the Convention
● Implementation of the NBSAP
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●
●
●

Actions taken to achieve the ABTs
Support mechanisms for national implementation, e.g. legislation, funding, capacity-building,
coordination, mainstreaming
Mechanisms for monitoring and reviewing implementation

National Contacts
● CBD
● Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety
● Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit-sharing
● Other relevant focal points, e.g. resource mobilization, Programme of Work on Protected Areas
● Main person developing the 6NR
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Annex 2. Biodiversity Indicators Partnership
About
The Biodiversity Indicators Partnership (BIP) is a global initiative to promote and coordinate the
development and delivery of biodiversity indicators for use by the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD) and other biodiversity-related conventions, the Intergovernmental Science-Policy
Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), and national and regional agencies.
The Partnership currently brings together over 60 organizations working internationally on
indicator development to provide the most comprehensive information on biodiversity trends. As
well as the Partners, the Partnership has a secretariat, hosted at UN Environment World
Conservation Monitoring Centre (UN Environment-WCMC), and a Steering Committee.

Website
The BIP website (www.bipindicators.net) enables users to easily browse and identify indicators of
relevance to the Aichi Biodiversity Targets (ABTs), SDGs, and biodiversity-related conventions, as
well as for national use. Indicators are available for 19 of the 20 ABTs. Each individual indicator
webpage has a national use section, explaining how it can be applied at the national level, links to
data sources and case studies of national use, and a contact person for support. The availability
of indicators with data for use at the national level can also be selected by country.
The BIP Dashboard section of the website provides spatial information at multiple scales for a
selection of the indicators, and includes downloadable graphs of trend data. The website also has
an extensive national resources section with guidance documents on developing and using
biodiversity indicators at the national scale.
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Annex 3. List of National Project Administrators
Please see below for the current list of National Project Administrators for GEF-eligible Parties to
the CBD as of 2 December 2019. This can be accessed as a live list (updated monthly) here.
Table 4. National Project Administrators for GEF-eligible Parties to the CBD

Administrator
Name
Surname 2

First
name 2

Faiza

Bendriss

da Cunha Pontes

Lameche
Aristófanes
Romão

Antigua & Barbuda

Frederick-Hunte

Paula

Jeffrey Brown

Helena

Argentina

Mottet

Matias

Armenia

Galstyan

Meruzhan

Azerbaijan

Allahverdiyev

Rashad

Bahamas

Napier

Sharona

Cartwright

Sydnei

Bangladesh

Faisal

Arif Mohammed

Barbados

Evanson

Danielle

Belarus

Giginyak

Irina

Belize

Wade-Moore

St Luce

Hannah

Benin

Akouehou

Diane
Sehounkpindo
Gaston

Bhutan

Gyeltshen

Ngawang

Rai

Arun

Bolivia

Palmquist

Alexandra

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Alisa

Grabus

Botswana

Kebaabetswe

Keoagile

Khulekani

Mpofu

Brazil

Lopes

Luana

Burkina Faso

Nana

Somanegré

Burundi

Ndayiragije

Samuel

Cambodia

Lida

Cameroon
Cabo Verde

Galega
de Pina Araújo
Lopes

So
Prudence
Tangham
Sónia Indira
Monteiro

Central African Republic

Konzi-Sarambo

Bob Félicien

Country

Surname 1

First name 1

Afghanistan

Khoshbeen

Ahmad Jamshed

Albania

Bllako

Alqi

Algeria

Moufida-Hafida

Angola
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Chad

Abaya
Abdramane

Ahmat

Chile

Ezquerra

Patricia

China

Chaode

Ma

Colombia

Jimena

Comoros

Puyana
Mohamed
Abderemane

Congo

Ngoliele

Augustin

Cook Islands

Karika

Louisa

Costa Rica

Orozco

Ana Lucia

Côte d'Ivoire

Pedia

Patrick Léon

Cuba

Acosta

Djibouti

Ahmed

Gricel
Moussa
Mohamed

Dominica

Evanson

Danielle

Dominican Republic
Democratic Republic of the
Congo

Morales

María Eugenia

Ipanga Mwaku

Mike

Ecuador

Andrade

Monica

Egypt

Nakhla

Amany

El Salvador

Vides

Equatorial Guinea

Engonga

Silvia
Santiago
Francisco

Eritrea

Okbaghiorghis

Efrem

Delgado

Esteban

Elmi Obsieh

Mohame
d

SikhosanaShongwe

Hlobsile

Abdouchakour

Eswatini

Lindani

Mavimbela

Ethiopia

Tessema

Misikire

Fiji

Tokaduadua

Eleni

Gabon

Bayani Ngoyi

Emmanuel

Gambia (the)

Ousainou

Touray

Georgia

Teona

Karchava

Ghana

Wright-Hanson

Emelyne

Grenada

Evanson

Danielle

Guatemala

Bolanos

Flor de Maria

Guinea

Oularé

Aboubacar

Guinea-Bissau

da Silva

Alfredo Simão

Guyana

Lynch

Astrid

Haiti

Salomon

Augustin

Honduras

Irias

Alexis

India

Pant

Ruchi

Indonesia

Nurullah

Rahmat
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Sujata

Iraq

Islam

Tarik

Jamaica

Lloyd

Simone

Jordan

Al Ouran

Nedal

Kazakhstan

Baigazina

Victoria

Kenya

Ndonye

Parkinson

Kiribati

Marae

Marii

Kyrgyzstan
Lao People's Democratic
Republic

Ibragimov

Daniar

Williams

Margaret Jones

Lebanon

Seoud

Jihan

Lesotho

Damane

Stanley

Liberia
The former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia

Cammue

J.S.Datuama

Rendevska

Daniela

Madagascar

Rakotoaridera

Rantonirina

Malawi

Chimphepo

Lilian

Malaysia

Chuan

Pek

Maldives

Mohamed

Ilham Atho

Mali

Sy

El hadj

Marshall Islands

Harris

Warwick

Mauritania

Addawa

Limam

Mauritius

Jhowry

C

Mexico

Arroyo

Gerardo

Micronesia (Federated States of)

Takesy

Alissa

Republic of Moldova

Lozan

Angela

Mongolia

Ariuntuya

Dorjsuren

Montenegro

Pavićević

Ana

Mozambique

Liphola

Anselmina L.

Myanmar

Cosier

Martin

Namibia

Schroder

Kauna

Nauru

Star

Bryan

Nepal

Kesari

Vijay Prasad

Nicaragua

Castellon

R

Niger

Kamayé

Maâzou

Nigeria

Ndaman

Shehu

Niue

Tongatule

Huggard

Pakistan

Nasir

Syed Mahmood

Palau

Sisior

Gwendalyn

Lambie

Richard

Cotofana

Ion

Asuquo

Okon

Morocco
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Panama

Young

Jessica

Papua New Guinea

Maru

Gwen

Paraguay

Gerard

Veronique

Peru

Lam

Jorge Alvarez

Philippines

Tena

Grace

Rwanda

BUSOKEYE

Marie Laetitia

Samoa

Prudence

Sao Tome and Principe

Raine
de Sousa Jesus
Rita

Senegal

Ndiaye

Soulèye

Serbia

Ducic

Jelena

Seychelles

Muzungaile

Sierra Leone

Bah

Marie-May
Momodu
Alrashid

Solomon Islands

Hurutarau

Josef

South Africa

Qwathekana

Malta

South Sudan

Demetry

Paul L.

Sri Lanka

Wijethunga

Ramitha

St. Kitts & Nevis

Evanson

Danielle

St. Lucia

Evanson

Danielle

St. Vincent & the Grenadines

Satoh

Mizushi

Sudan

Mahassneh

Mohammed

State of Palestine

Elkhaleefa

Khedir

Suriname

Drakenstein

Bryan

Tajikistan

Usmanova

Nargizakhon

United Republic of Tanzania

Shushu Makwaia

Esther

Thailand

Yuberk

Napaporn

Timor- Leste

Dasilva

Felisberta M

Togo

Okoumassou

Kotchikpa

Tonga

Matoto

Atelaite

Trinidad and Tobago

Lall

Rosemary

Tunisia

Touil

Jihene

Turkmenistan

Nurmuhamedov

Rovshen

Tuvalu

Tinilau

Soseala

Uganda

Sabino Ogwal

Francis Meri

Uruguay

Scasso

Flavio

Uzbekistan

Rustamov

Hurshid

Vanuatu

Kalfatak

Donna

Eleazar

Floradem
a

Popovic

Slavisa

Chali

Thomas

Belo

Expedito

Tima

Tilia

Aurélio
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Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic
of)

Abogado

Maria

Vietnam

Tung

Dao Khanh

Yemen

Ali

Zambia

Shitima

Fuad
Ephraim
Mwepya

Zimbabwe

Matiza

A.Z.
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Annex 4. Raster Data Layers Available for Download
Data Layer

Link for download (see instructions in text)

Aboveground Biomass Density of https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Vegetation (Mg/ha)
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=Avitabile_AGB_Map&ou
tputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat
(min,max)
Accessibility To Cities (2015)

https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=accessibility_to_cities_2
015&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Su
bset=Lat(min,max)

Bare Ground Change 1982 - 2016

https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=Bare_ground_change_1
9822016&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&S
ubset=Lat(min,max)

Change in Cumulative Human https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Impact to Marine Ecosystems (2008- Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=global_cumul_impact_2
2013)
013_minus_2008_wgs&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=L
ong(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
Crop Suitability 1981-2010

https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=overall_cropsuit_i_1981
2010&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&S
ubset=Lat(min,max)

Crop Suitability 2011-2040

https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=overall_cropsuit_i_2011
2040&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&S
ubset=Lat(min,max)

Crop Suitability 2071-2100

https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=overall_cropsuit_i_2071
2100&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&S
ubset=Lat(min,max)

Crop Suitability Change 1981-2040

https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=overall_cropsuit_i_diff_
19812010_20112040&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=L
ong(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)

Crop Suitability Change 1981-2100

https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=overall_cropsuit_i_diff_
19812010_20712100&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=L
ong(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)

Crop Suitability Change 2011-2100

https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=overall_cropsuit_i_diff_
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20112040_20712100&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=L
ong(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
Cumulative Ocean Impact - Sum of https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/unea_pollution/wcs?service=WCS
Pressure Data 2013 - KNB
&Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=13_global_cumul_imp
act_all_pressures_KNB_WGS84&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF
&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
Digital elevation model (DEM) 90m https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
res.
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=dem90&outputCRS=EPS
G:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
Forest Structual Condition Index https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
(2019) (Montana State University) Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=SCI_merged&outputCRS
=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,m
ax)
Forest Integrity Index
(Montana State University)

(2019) https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=FSII_merged&outputCR
S=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,
max)

GEOCARBON
Global
Aboveground Biomass

Forest https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=GEOCARBON_Global_Fo
rest_AGB_10072015&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Lo
ng(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)

Global Grid of Probabilities of Urban https://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/geoserver/wcs?service=WCS&version=2.
Expansion to 2030
0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=lulc:lulc-global-grid-prob-urbanexpansion2030&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&S
ubset=Lat(min,max)
Global Intertidal Change (1984- https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
2016)
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=murray_intertidal_glob
al&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subs
et=Lat(min,max)
Global Land Cover
CCI/UCLouvain) 2015

(ESA/ESA https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=ESACCI-LC-L4-LCCSMap-300m-P1Y-1992_2015v2.0.7_2015&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,
max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)

Global Mangrove Forest Cover for https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
the 21st Century (2000)
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=CGMFC21_mangroves_forest_cover_a2000mfw_opt&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&for
mat=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
Global Mangrove Forest Cover for https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
the 21st Century (2014)
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=CGMFC21_mangroves_forest_cover_a2014&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEO
TIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
Global Soil Organic Carbon Map https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
v120
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=GSOCmapV120&output
CRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(mi
n,max)
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Global Soil Organic Carbon v1.0

https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=GSOCmapV1&outputCR
S=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,
max)

Global Wetlands (v2) - CIFOR

https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=tropsubtrop_wetlandv2_2016_cifor_opt&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEO
TIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)

Gridded Livestock of the World – https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Cattle
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=Glb_Cattle_CC2006_AD
&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset
=Lat(min,max)
Gridded Livestock of the World – https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Goats
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=Glb_GTAD_2006&outpu
tCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(mi
n,max)
Gridded Livestock of the World – https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Sheep
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=Glb_SHAD_2006&outpu
tCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(mi
n,max)
Human Footprint 1993 (Terrestrial) https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=hfp1993&outputCRS=EP
SG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
Human Footprint 2009 (Terrestrial) https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=hfp2009&outputCRS=EP
SG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
Human Footprint Difference 1993- https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
2009 (Terrestrial)
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=hfp_difference_9309&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Sub
set=Lat(min,max)
Increase in SOC on Croplands After https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
20 Yr - High Scenario
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=soc_dif_hi&outputCRS=
EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,ma
x)
Increase in SOC on Croplands After https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
20 Yr - Medium Scenario
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=soc_dif_me&outputCRS
=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,m
ax)
Mangrove forest
Carbon (2018)

Soil

Organic https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=mangroves_SOCS_0_10
0cm_30m_opt_deflate&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=
Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)

Marine Proportional Range Rarity https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
(Aquamaps)
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=prrarity&outputCRS=EP
SG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
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Marine Range Rarity (Aquamaps)

Marine
Species
(Aquamaps)

https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=rrarity&outputCRS=EPS
G:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)

Richness https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=richness&outputCRS=EP
SG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)

Nutrient pollution (fertilizers) 2013 - https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/unea_pollution/wcs?service=WCS
KNB
&Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=13_plumes_fert_halpe
rn_KNB_WGS84&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(
min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
Ocean Pollution (Shipping Lanes, https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Ports) Pressures 2013 - KNB
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=13_ocean_pollution_pr
essures_halpern_KNB_WGS84&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&
Subset=Long(min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
Organic Pollution (pesticides) 2013 - https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/unea_pollution/wcs?service=WCS
KNB
&Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=13_plumes_pest_halp
ern_KNB_WGS84&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(
min,max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)
Physical Exposure to Tsunamis

https://db1.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/wcs?service=WCS&Version=2.0.1&requ
est=GetCoverage&coverageId=preview:ts_physexp&outputCRS=http://ww
w.opengis.net/def/crs/EPSG/0/4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,
max)&Subset=Lat(min,max)

Short Vegetation Change 1982 - https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
2016
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=Short_vegetation_chan
ge_19822016&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&S
ubset=Lat(min,max)
Tree Canopy Change 1982 - 2016

https://datacore.unepgrid.ch/geoserver/MapX_UNDP/wcs?service=WCS&
Version=2.0.1&request=GetCoverage&coverageId=Tree_canopy_change_1
9822016&outputCRS=EPSG:4326&format=GEOTIFF&Subset=Long(min,max)&S
ubset=Lat(min,max)
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Annex 5: Latitude and Longitude by Country to Complete
Download Request
UNBiodiversityLab

UNGAUL

GAUL 2014_2015

Project name

ISO3

UNBiodiversityLab - Afghanistan

AFG

60.47583

74.88986

29.37832

38.49017

UNBiodiversityLab - Albania

ALB

19.26276

21.05728

39.64488

42.65888

UNBiodiversityLab - Algeria

DZA

-8.66667

11.9985

18.96329

37.08952

UNBiodiversityLab - Angola

AGO

11.67161

24.08589

-18.0388

-4.38884

UNBiodiversityLab - Antigua & Barbuda

ATG

-61.9052

-61.6737

16.99833

17.72915

UNBiodiversityLab - Argentina

ARG

-73.583

-53.5961

-55.057

-21.7823

UNBiodiversityLab - Armenia

ARM

43.44978

46.62765

38.84095

41.30142

UNBiodiversityLab - Azerbaijan

AZE

44.77192

51.67584

38.26281

42.71076

UNBiodiversityLab - Bahamas

BHS

-79.3056

-72.728

20.91213

27.23767

UNBiodiversityLab - Bahrain

BHR

50.38623

50.82869

25.54809

26.2826

UNBiodiversityLab - Bangladesh

BGD

88.02834

92.68066

20.74923

26.63195

UNBiodiversityLab - Barbados

BRB

-59.6508

-59.4201

13.04471

13.33463

UNBiodiversityLab - Belarus

BLR

23.17687

32.7708

51.25641

56.1658

UNBiodiversityLab - Belize

BLZ

-89.2248

-87.4903

15.8888

18.49635

UNBiodiversityLab - Benin

BEN

0.77457

3.8517

6.23453

12.40667

UNBiodiversityLab - Bhutan

BTN

88.75972

92.12476

26.70806

28.24847

UNBiodiversityLab - Bolivia

BOL

-69.6402

-57.4605

-22.9164

-9.68068

UNBiodiversityLab - Bosnia & Herzegovina

BIH

15.74191

19.62135

42.5614

45.27592

UNBiodiversityLab - Botswana

BWA

19.99937

29.36078

-26.9072

-17.7788

UNBiodiversityLab - Brazil

BRA

-73.9851

-29.2991

-33.7504

5.26445

UNBiodiversityLab - Burkina Faso

BFA

-5.51892

2.405076

9.40111

15.08259

UNBiodiversityLab - Burundi

BDI

29.00136

30.84735

-4.47004

-2.30986

UNBiodiversityLab - Cambodia

KHM

102.34

107.6319

9.913733

14.69034

UNBiodiversityLab - Cameroon

CMR

8.499003

16.19211

1.65323

13.07806

UNBiodiversityLab - Cape Verde

CPV

-25.3587

-22.6694

14.80221

17.19537

UNBiodiversityLab - Central African Republic CAF

14.4201

27.45558

2.22051

11.00757

Long min

Long max
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Lat min

Lat max

UNBiodiversityLab - Chad

TCD

13.47348

24

7.44107

23.43944

UNBiodiversityLab - Chile

CHL

-109.45

-66.4175

-56.5155

-17.499

UNBiodiversityLab - China

CHN

73.5577

134.7794

18.16419

53.55776

UNBiodiversityLab - Colombia

COL

-81.7357

-66.8698

-4.23049

13.39448

UNBiodiversityLab - Comoros

COM

43.23016

44.53644

-12.419

-11.3657

UNBiodiversityLab - Congo - Brazzaville

COG

11.20103

18.64721

-4.99932

3.70308

UNBiodiversityLab - Cook Islands

COK

-165.849

-157.322

-21.9585

-8.91741

UNBiodiversityLab - Costa Rica

CRI

-87.0943

-82.5515

5.49961

11.21682

UNBiodiversityLab - Côte d’Ivoire

CIV

-8.5993

-2.49376

4.361726

10.73664

UNBiodiversityLab - Cuba

CUB

-84.9514

-74.1313

19.82643

23.27445

UNBiodiversityLab - DR Congo

DJI

41.77134

43.41766

10.91478

12.71349

UNBiodiversityLab - Djibouti

DMA

-61.48

-61.2401

15.20769

15.63992

UNBiodiversityLab - Dominica

DOM

-72.0035

-68.3251

17.54253

19.93092

UNBiodiversityLab - Dominican Republic

COD

12.19545

31.3118

-13.4557

5.392326

UNBiodiversityLab - Ecuador

ECU

-91.6609

-75.1846

-4.99882

1.454405

UNBiodiversityLab - Egypt

EGY

24.6981

36.21292

22

31.66707

UNBiodiversityLab - El Salvador

SLV

-90.1233

-87.6916

13.15539

14.44505

UNBiodiversityLab - Equatorial Guinea

GNQ

5.618373

11.33568

-1.46676

3.787675

UNBiodiversityLab - Eritrea

ERI

36.43876

43.15071

12.35264

18.00504

UNBiodiversityLab - Eswatini

SWZ

30.79556

32.13726

-27.3171

-25.7197

UNBiodiversityLab - Ethiopia

ETH

33.0002

47.98618

3.401665

14.89294

UNBiodiversityLab - Fiji

FJI

-180

180

-20.6754

-12.4808

UNBiodiversityLab - Gabon

GAB

8.69933

14.50235

-3.99158

2.32216

UNBiodiversityLab - Gambia

GMB

-16.8134

-13.802

13.06367

13.81633

UNBiodiversityLab - Georgia

GEO

40.01024

46.72136

41.05325

43.58282

UNBiodiversityLab - Ghana

GHA

-3.25406

1.20032

4.7396

11.16516

UNBiodiversityLab - Grenada

GRD

-61.8024

-61.579

11.98757

12.31824

UNBiodiversityLab - Guatemala

GTM

-92.2304

-88.2213

13.7373

17.81522

UNBiodiversityLab - Guinea

GIN

-15.0757

-7.64107

7.19355

12.67621

UNBiodiversityLab - Guinea-Bissau

GNB

-16.7074

-13.6319

10.92371

12.68062

UNBiodiversityLab - Guyana

GUY

-61.3942

-56.4774

1.17527

8.534158
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UNBiodiversityLab - Haiti

HTI

-74.4753

-71.6134

18.02195

20.08963

UNBiodiversityLab - Honduras

HND

-89.3532

-83.1368

12.98272

17.41325

UNBiodiversityLab - India

IND

68.2056

97.16706

6.756297

33.17138

UNBiodiversityLab - Indonesia

IDN

95.01318

141.0194

-11.0066

5.90441

UNBiodiversityLab - Iraq

IRQ

38.7925

48.57545

29.06121

37.37895

UNBiodiversityLab - Jamaica

JAM

-78.3689

-76.1841

17.70911

18.52545

UNBiodiversityLab - Jordan

JOR

34.95704

39.30117

29.18375

33.37472

UNBiodiversityLab - Kazakhstan

KAZ

46.49186

87.31266

40.59111

55.43125

UNBiodiversityLab - Kenya

KEN

33.91018

41.91012

-4.67917

4.62

UNBiodiversityLab - Kiribati

KIR

-174.534

176.8455

-10.0102

4.699344

UNBiodiversityLab - Kyrgyzstan

KGZ

69.27662

80.28095

39.17514

43.23823

UNBiodiversityLab - Laos

LAO

100.0853

107.7062

13.91445

22.50462

UNBiodiversityLab - Lebanon

LBN

35.11504

36.62522

33.05499

34.68458

UNBiodiversityLab - Lesotho

LSO

27.02907

29.46576

-30.669

-28.5721

UNBiodiversityLab - Liberia

LBR

-11.4975

-7.36511

4.355237

8.55104

UNBiodiversityLab - Macedonia

MKD

20.45374

23.03397

40.8542

42.37413

UNBiodiversityLab - Madagascar

MDG

43.22188

50.48578

-25.606

-11.952

UNBiodiversityLab - Malawi

MWI

32.67395

35.932

-17.1288

-9.36754

UNBiodiversityLab - Malaysia

MYS

99.64344

119.2675

0.85522

7.363398

UNBiodiversityLab - Maldives

MDV

72.88979

73.58838

-0.70051

7.09137

UNBiodiversityLab - Mali

MLI

-12.2392

4.24426

10.16143

25

UNBiodiversityLab - Marshall Islands

MHL

165.527

172.1541

4.573041

14.66213

UNBiodiversityLab - Mauritania

MRT

-17.0665

-4.83333

14.7172

27.31274

UNBiodiversityLab - Mauritius

MUS

56.58571

63.50216

-20.5252

-10.3372

UNBiodiversityLab - Mexico

MEX

-118.365

-86.7107

14.53286

32.71676

UNBiodiversityLab - Micronesia

FSM

138.0558

163.0356

5.2589

11.66789

UNBiodiversityLab - Moldova

MDA

26.61889

30.16374

45.4689

48.49017

UNBiodiversityLab - Mongolia

MNG

87.74722

119.9323

41.58647

52.15425

UNBiodiversityLab - Montenegro

MNE

18.43398

20.35819

41.85313

43.55698

UNBiodiversityLab - Morocco

MAR

-13.173

-0.99784

27.66204

35.92187

UNBiodiversityLab - Mozambique

MOZ

30.21772

40.83734

-26.8687

-10.4738
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UNBiodiversityLab - Myanmar (Burma)

MMR

92.17273

101.1701

9.600359

28.54784

UNBiodiversityLab - Namibia

NAM

11.73727

25.2628

-28.9692

-16.9632

UNBiodiversityLab - Nauru

NRU

166.9115

166.9582

-0.5538

-0.50268

UNBiodiversityLab - Nepal

NPL

80.05875

88.20193

26.35386

30.44968

UNBiodiversityLab - Nicaragua

NIC

-87.6913

-82.7343

10.70843

15.02591

UNBiodiversityLab - Niger

NER

0.16625

15.99564

11.69697

23.5127

UNBiodiversityLab - Nigeria

NGA

2.66843

14.67808

4.268733

13.90103

UNBiodiversityLab - Niue

NIU

-169.952

-169.774

-19.1554

-18.9508

UNBiodiversityLab - Pakistan

PAK

60.87297

75.38187

23.80666

36.90869

UNBiodiversityLab - Palau

PLW

131.1208

134.7192

2.999309

8.092708

UNBiodiversityLab - Panama

PAN

-83.0526

-77.1639

7.20479

9.63896

UNBiodiversityLab - Papua New Guinea

PNG

140.845

159.4782

-11.6579

-0.8788

UNBiodiversityLab - Paraguay

PRY

-62.6452

-54.2594

-27.5876

-19.2871

UNBiodiversityLab - Peru

PER

-81.3281

-68.678

-18.3536

-0.01298

UNBiodiversityLab - Philippines

PHL

116.9317

126.6005

4.638033

20.93686

UNBiodiversityLab - Rwanda

RWA

28.86194

30.89921

-2.83988

-1.04837

UNBiodiversityLab - Samoa

WSM

-172.804

-171.418

-14.0687

-13.4402

UNBiodiversityLab - São Tomé & Príncipe

STP

6.46127

7.461849

-0.01493

1.693261

UNBiodiversityLab - Senegal

SEN

-17.5299

-11.3461

12.30728

16.69271

UNBiodiversityLab - Serbia

SRB

18.852

23.00516

41.85235

46.18932

UNBiodiversityLab - Seychelles

SYC

46.20357

56.29402

-10.2041

-3.7142

UNBiodiversityLab - Sierra Leone

SLE

-13.3027

-10.2718

6.923437

10.00006

UNBiodiversityLab - Solomon Islands

SLB

155.5128

168.8465

-12.3077

-5.42653

UNBiodiversityLab - South Africa

ZAF

16.44771

38.00373

-46.981

-22.1266

UNBiodiversityLab - South Sudan

SSD

24.1507

35.9477

3.487471

12.23711

UNBiodiversityLab - Sri Lanka

LKA

79.6511

81.87904

5.921018

9.835052

UNBiodiversityLab - St. Kitts & Nevis

KNA

-62.8644

-62.5397

17.09518

17.41655

UNBiodiversityLab - St. Lucia

LCA

-61.0792

-60.8737

13.70898

14.10727

UNBiodiversityLab - St. Vincent & Grenadines VCT

-61.4981

-61.1148

12.44648

13.3827

UNBiodiversityLab - State of Palestine

PSE

34.2198

35.57106

31.22053

32.55241

UNBiodiversityLab - Sudan

SDN

21.81586

38.58258

8.637559

22.22329
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UNBiodiversityLab - Suriname

SUR

-58.0499

-53.9798

1.83114

6.010674

UNBiodiversityLab - Tajikistan

TJK

67.38713

75.13722

36.67228

41.04121

UNBiodiversityLab - Tanzania

TZA

29.34139

40.44546

-11.7612

-0.98443

UNBiodiversityLab - Thailand

THA

97.34365

105.6359

5.613131

20.46502

UNBiodiversityLab - Timor-Leste

TLS

124.0449

127.3419

-9.50301

-8.12702

UNBiodiversityLab - Togo

TGO

-0.14728

1.80669

6.112424

11.13898

UNBiodiversityLab - Tonga

TON

-176.214

-173.737

-22.3484

-15.5664

UNBiodiversityLab - Trinidad & Tobago

TTO

-61.9307

-60.4971

10.04242

11.34648

UNBiodiversityLab - Tunisia

TUN

7.522429

11.59827

30.24054

37.54221

UNBiodiversityLab - Turkey

TUR

25.66851

44.83499

35.81543

42.1076

UNBiodiversityLab - Turkmenistan

TKM

51.25018

66.68371

35.12876

42.79555

UNBiodiversityLab - Tuvalu

TUV

176.0627

179.2028

-8.52932

-5.64457

UNBiodiversityLab - Uganda

UGA

29.57371

35.03604

-1.48058

4.21443

UNBiodiversityLab - Uruguay

URY

-58.4427

-53.0742

-34.9739

-30.0831

UNBiodiversityLab - Uzbekistan

UZB

55.99967

73.13227

37.17963

45.5909

UNBiodiversityLab - Vanuatu

VUT

166.5422

170.2378

-20.2521

-13.0745

UNBiodiversityLab - Venezuela

VEN

-73.3743

-59.8038

0.64972

12.19598

UNBiodiversityLab - Vietnam

VNM

102.143

109.4636

8.419695

23.39276

UNBiodiversityLab - Yemen

YEM

41.81837

54.53054

12.11109
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UNBiodiversityLab - Zambia

ZMB

22.00028

33.70504

-18.0795

-8.19225
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